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Two members of the 0401/0402 cohort have received
promotions during the first quarter of 2010.
Jeff Burkett was promoted in February to Colonel with the Air
National Guard (ANG) while Michael Grossman in March was
named Chief of the Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department Homeland
Security Division.
Both graduates won awards as students at the Center for
Homeland Defense and Security. Grossman won the Curtis "Butch" Straub award while Burkett was honored with
the Philip Zimbardo award.
Jeff Burkett has a position that reflects an organizational evolution for the Air National Guard (ANG).
Promoted to the rank of Colonel in February, Burkett is the ANG focal point for nuclear related operations as the
Assistant to the National Guard Bureau Director of Air, Space and Information Operations for Nuclear Enterprise
Operations.
"I’m responsible for all matters for the Air National Guard that relate to the nuclear enterprise," Burkett said from his
Washington, D.C.-area office. "Anything the Air National Guard does to support the nation’s nuclear deterrence
mission such as bombers or security personnel guarding an ICBM missile complex, I’m the corporate focal point."
Burkett graduated from the Center for Homeland Defense and Security in 2005 and credits his education as a major
career booster.
"My education at CHDS has been invaluable in what I have been doing since graduating," he said. "Everything I
approach is influenced by having a greater appreciation of the other homeland security partners. Applying the
intellectual rigor honed in Monterey to complex problems is a huge benefit to what I do today."
Especially helpful, he added, is the ability to write persuasively and concisely, a skill he was able to polish while at
CHDS.
And, the experience reinforced his ability to handle the kind of pressure that comes with his current post.
The position calls for advocating and facilitating standing up the first ANG bomber wing, which fly’s the B-2, to
ensuring that policy for special access programs required for working around nuclear weapons is compatible with
the unique nature of the reserve component.
"Because of the importance of nuclear weapons, it’s a no-fail mission," Burkett said. "Understandably, there is a lot
of visibility and that adds more emphasis to what we do."
The Air National Guard has renewed focus on nuclear enterprise, something the Guard played a key role in during
the 1960s and 1970s, Burkett noted. During the Cold War the National Guard manned nuclear missile batteries in
key urban areas and flew air defense missions with nuclear warheads to defend against potential Soviet attack.
While the direct role of the Guard in the nuclear business ended in the early 70’s and the emphasis on nuclear
deterrence diminished at the close of the Cold War, attention on the nuclear enterprise was quickly revived in 2007
when a B-52 mistakenly transported weapons across the United States in 2007 followed by intercontinental ballistic
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missile ( ICBM) fuses being inadvertently shipped to Taiwan. These incidents led to a number of major reviews and
the dismissal of several top ranking Air Force leaders to include the Secretary of the Air Force and its Chief of Staff.
In the wake of these incidents, the Air Force and the Air National Guard reviewed their practices, organization, and
culture, which led to the creation of Burkett’s current job.
"The position I am in is the first of its kind and consolidates a number of equities under a single umbrella. This
provides a focal point for my leadership and the Air Force customers we support."
When he was sworn into the new rank, Burkett had a familiar face as the presiding officer- Paul Stockton, who
advised Burkett on his CHDS thesis and is currently serving as an Assistant Secretary of Defense.
For Burkett, that illustrated one of the many benefits of attending the Center – the vast professional network that
comes with being an alumnus. That is especially true in the Washington, D.C. area where more than 40 CHDS
master’s degree alumni work (and that doesn’t count the Northern Virginia area).
"The people you meet in the program, and even later as an alumnus, are doing things that are extremely important,"
Burkett said. "You can’t put a price on that, especially when you share a passion for our nation’s security."
Five years after his earning his CHDS master’s degree, Michael Grossman has been promoted to the top spot in the
Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department (LASD) Homeland Security Division.
Grossman was named Chief the division in March, by Los Angeles County Sheriff Lee Baca. This is his second
promotion within the department since beginning the CHDS program in 2004.
"Since my participation and graduation in the CHDS Master’s program, I have continually advanced my
effectiveness in managing homeland security issues, and expanded my scope of responsibilities," Grossman said.
Grossman joined the LASD in 1973 and progressed through the ranks. From 1998 to 2000, he was temporarily
assigned to the U.S. Department of Justice Office of Science and Technology in Washington, D.C., and was
subsequently promoted to captain and assigned to the Emergency Operations Bureau. Grossman had held the rank
of Commander in the Homeland Security Division since 2005.
This division has oversight of several bureaus which now falls under Grossman: the Emergency Operations Bureau
(including the LASD Bomb Squad and Hazardous Materials Details and the Joint Regional Intelligence Center),
Special Enforcement Bureau (SWAT, Search and Rescue, and K9), Aero Bureau, Transit Services North and South
Bureaus, Reserve Forces Bureau, Community Colleges Bureau and Contract Law Enforcement Bureau.
Grossman’s promotion comes at a time of growth for the division. By July, the division’s responsibilities will include
all county parks, hospitals and government buildings and will number about 1,700 people.
The division recently established a direct connection between its department and county emergency operations
centers and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security National Operations Center (NOC) in Washington, D.C.
"This is the first and only place to date in the nation with this capability for complete two-way situational awareness,"
Grossman said.
An effort is also under way to merge that venture with the Los Angeles Joint Regional Intelligence Center (JRIC), to
link real-time intelligence with operations and response. Eventually, the plan is to establish an emergency response
network with all of Los Angeles and surrounding counties, and major cities on the East Coast.
While a CHDS student Grossman wrote his thesis titled "Perception or Fact: Measuring the Performance of the
Terrorism Early Warning (TEW) Group."
This thesis was eventually distributed by the TEW National Resource Center to participants in the Urban Area
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Security Initiative for use as a benchmark in measuring the effectiveness of their information sharing and intelligence
process.
Grossman, a 37-year LASD veteran, credits a CHDS background with complementing his work experience.
"The Master’s program has provided me with the required knowledge and skills that have enabled an effective blend
of significant operational experience with the formal academic education," he said.
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